Heavy-Duty Quick Grip Adaptors

Facilitate inspection and alignment on trucks with 19.5 in, 22.5 in, and 24.5 in wheel assemblies

Use with any DSP700T sensors and rolling compensation.
3-axle, 2-axle, and individual-axle kits available.

✓ Fast installation
✓ No metal-to-metal contact
✓ 2.5 minute Quick Check capable using Quick Check Heavy Duty Spec
✓ No additional software or hardware required
WinAlign® HD Alignment System Ordering Guide

1. Choose your cabinet model
   - WA670E
   - WA570E
   - WA560E
   *Standard cabinet accessories:*
     - Steering wheel holder
     - Brake pedal depressor
   *Power Requirements:*
     - 115V or 230V, 1-ph, 50/60 Hz

2. Choose your alignment sensors
   - DSP760T
     - 6 cordless optical sensors with
     - 6 self-centering wheel adaptors, 6 storage brackets,
     - 2 sensor shaft extensions
   - DSP740T
     - 4 cordless optical sensors with
     - 4 self-centering wheel adaptors, 4 storage brackets,
     - 2 sensor shaft extensions

   **Optional Add-on:** HD Quick Grip Adaptors for use with 19.5, 22.5, and 24.5 inch wheel assemblies.
   (NEW ORDERS: select DSP760T or DSP740T above before adding Quick Grip Adaptors to your order.)
   - 20-3506-1 KIT-HD Quick Grip Front Mid Rear (3-axle)
   - 20-3507-1 KIT-HD Quick Grip Front Rear (2-axle)
   - 20-3508-1 KIT-HD Quick Grip (1-axle)

3. Choose additional optional accessories
   - 20-2855-1 Truck pusher
   - CTN-1757 Printer (USB)
   - CTN-1833 LCD monitor (27 inch) with mounting bracket
   - CTN-1834 LCD monitor (24 inch) with mounting bracket
   - 20-2871-1 Mounting bracket for 24-27 in. monitor
   - 20-2910-1 Hand-held XF radio remote control kit
     (For use with WA560E, and WA510E.
     Included with WA570E and WA670E.)
   - 20-2880-1-E Plus cordless remote indicator
   - 20-2881-1-E Icon remote indicator
   - 20-2882-1-E Icon cordless remote indicator
   - 20-3291-1 Heavy-duty turnplates (surface mount) with PowerSlide™
   - 20-3334-1 Heavy-duty turnplates (rack mount) with PowerSlide™
   - 20-3294-1 Heavy-duty turnplates (flush mount) with PowerSlide™
   - 25-24-1 Heavy-Duty mechanical turning angle gauges (2 required)
   - 20-2886-1 Truck 2-sensor storage post with recharge power
   - 20-2850-1 Truck 6-sensor storage cart with recharge power
   - 20-2902-1 Hub center adapters with storage brackets (2 each)
   - 69-1025-2 Equipment cover
   - 221-646-1 Heavy-duty frame offset tool
   - 208-34-1 Frame reference support bar
   - 20-3279-1 Heavy-duty frame dowel adapter
   - 20-3184-1 Frame gauge kit
   - 221-738-1 Trailer guage
   - 175-486-1 Trailer tow eye adapter
   - 175-485-1 Trailer king pin adapter
   - 20-1473-1 Trailer dolly
   - 20-3246-1 Bus body reference stands (4 each)